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Abstract 
Various noise suppression methods using embedded 

capacitor are analyzed and verified by frequency domain 
me;isuement and full wave simulation up to 10 GHz 
frequency range. In this paper, especially, the noise coupling 
suppression methods on split powerlground plane in the 
multi-layered packages are analyzed. 

Introduction 
With increasing system complexity and high system 

ope rating frequency, the clock frequency of individual chips 
has been growing at exponential rate continuously. Higher 
switching frequency results in a large amount of current 
transition on power/ground planes and this induces large 
simultaneous switching noise due to the parasitic inductance 
of the powerlground planes. Simultaneous switching noise 
has become the most important factors to determine the 
system performance in recent years, and many techniques 
have been proposed to reduce this noise. Among these 
techniques, the decoupling of the powerlground planes using 
discrete capacitors is the most effective method to reduce the 
noiee, which reduces the loop inductance by supplying the 
short current path, and this method has been used widely. But 
the discrete capacitors have an internal inductance as well as a 
capacitance; therefore it is no longer effective to use the 
discrete capacitor in the over GHz high frequency region. 
Nowadays, although many identical capacitors are mounted 
on 1:he same board in order to reduce the effective inductance 
of [he capacitors, a large number of capacitors reduce the 
reli<ibility of the systems and occupy a large area of packages 
[l]. To overcome these drawbacks of employing discrete 
capacitors as decoupling capacitors, an embedded capacitor 
using high-k dielectric thin film was proposed. The 
embedded capacitor uses the additional layer as a plane 
capacitor, which is connected to other layer through the vias, 
and therefore, the inductance is very small and no additional 
passive components are required. As a result, it is possible to 
deomple the powerlground planes in the high frequency 
region and the system reliability also improves. Because of 
these advantages, many papers on embedded capacitors have 
been published [2]-[5]. These papers focused on the 
evaluation of the embedded materials using self-impedance 
and showed the intrinsic characteristics of the embedded 
capilcitors. In this paper, the focus is on the noise coupling 

suppression analysis on the split planes using the embedded 
capacitor. 

Description of Test Vehicles and Test Setup 
In this section, the layer stack-ups and layouts of the test 

vehicles used for the package substrate in this paper are 
described. To evaluate the decoupling performance of the 
embedded capacitor, the test vehicles were fabricated using 
both the embedded capacitor and discrete capacitor in order to 
compare the performance. 3-layer discrete capacitor test 
vehicle consists of signal, power, and ground layers. The 
discrete capacitor is mounted on the signal layer, and it is 
connected to the power plane and the ground plane through 
vias. In 4-layer embedded capacitor test vehicle additional 
ground plane between the signal plane and the power plane 
was inserted, and high-k dielectric thin film material was used 
for the isolation between the additional ground plane and the 
power plane. A dielectric thickness of lOum for high-k 
dielectric layer, which has a dielectric constant of 20, was 
used, and the capacitance of the embedded capacitor is 
calculated as 

A(Area) 
d(Distance) 

c = €,Eo 

With a lOum dielectric thickness, a capacitance density of 
1 .77nF/cm2 for the embedded capacitor is achieved based on 
the above formula. 

To compare with the embedded capacitor, 1nF discrete 
capacitors on the 3-layer test vehicles were used, and the 
internal inductance of these discrete capacitors is 500pH. The 
stack-ups of these test vehicles are shown in Figure 1 and the 
basic dimensions are indicated in Figure 2 (a). 

The test vehicles were separated into two groups. The first 
group is to evaluate the characteristics of the embedded 
capacitor using self-impedance. There is a single probe pad, 
which is used for one port analysis, in the center of package 
to measure the self-impedance depending on the distribution 
and the number of vias or capacitors. In the second group, 
there are two split planes in the power layer and they are 
separated by 150um gap. There are two probe pads that are 
used for two port analysis in the center of each power plane. 
From this group, the characteristics of the embedded capacitor 
using the self-impedance of two power planes were analyzed, 
and the noise coupling suppression between two power planes 
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Figure 1: Cross section of test vehicle 
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(b) Test vehicles for the evaluation of embedded capacitor and discrete capacitor 

(c) Test Vehicles for the analysis of coupling suppression method using embedded capacitor 
Figure 2: Test vehicle layout 
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wen: studied using transfer impedance. In the both cases, 
simiilation and measurement are performed in the frequency 
range from 40MHz to IOGHz, and Ansoft HFSS was used for 
full wave simulation. 

Evaluation of Embedded Capacitor Using Self-Impedance 
'The self-impedance of the powerlground planes was 

analyzed to evaluate the characteristics of the embedded 
capacitor using the test group designed for single port 
measurement, and the characteristic of the embedded 
capacitor is compared with that of the discrete capacitor. 
Figure 3 shows the self-impedance results, and it is plotted on 
a log-log scale as a function of frequency. 

its large inductance. As the discrete capacitor has a series 
inductance as well as a capacitance, which is 500pH and 1 OnF 
respectively, the self-impedance exhibits the capacitive 
characteristic before resonance and the inductive 
characteristic after the resonance frequency. In this graph, the 
series resonances aren't shown as the resonance frequency is 
below 40MHz, and the self-impedance shows the inductive 
curve only up to the first parallel resonance frequency. This 
inductive curve increases with the 20dBldecade increment, 
and the effective inductance can be extracted easily by the 
following equation 

L=- ''I , where f, is the frequency in the inductive curve 
2 6  

In Figure 3 (b), the characteristic of the embedded 
capacitor is presented by the self-impedance. It can be 
observed that self-impedance varies depending on the number 
and the distribution of vias. The embedded capacitor supplies 
low impedance to power bus over a large frequency range. 
The lSt parallel resonance frequency is proportional to the 
inductance and the resonance shift to higher frequency as the 
number of vias increases. As the embedded capacitor is 
buried in the package, its inductance is much smaller than the 
discrete capacitor and the capacitance is also usually small 
compared with the discrete capacitor. As a result, the self 
resonance frequency is much higher because of these small 
inductance and capacitance, and it can be seen in the self- 
impedance graph. It is possible to extract the effective 
capacitance of the embedded capacitor, as well as the 
effective inductance, using the resonance frequency and a 
simple equation, which is given by 

C =  , where fo is the series resonance frequency 
(%LO >' X L 

The extracted capacitance is about 4.3nF and it will vary 
slightly according to the number of vias. .The extracted 
effective inductance of the each test vehicle using the discrete 
capacitor and the embedded capacitor is summarized in Table 
1. 

Table 1: Extracted effective inductance of discrete 
capacitors and embedded capacitors 
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(b) Self-impedance of test vehicles using embedded capacitor 

Figure 3: Self-impedance characteristics 

In Figure 3 (a), the characteristic of the discrete capacitor 
is presented by self-impedance. The self-impedance is shown 
to bl: a finction of the quantity and the distribution of the 
disciete capacitors. In low frequency region, the discrete 
capacitor performance is good, but it has lower resonance 
fieqnency compared to that of embedded capacitor because of 

From the extracted values, it is clear that effective 
inductance is strongly affected by the number of capacitors. 
As the discrete capacitors have larger series inductance, the 
total inductance is reduced as the number of capacitors is 
increased. On the other hand, the effective inductance is kept 
low regardless of the number of vias and its distribution in the 
case of the embedded capacitor due to its low self inductance. 
As a result, it is possible to use the embedded capacitor in 
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higher frequency region with just a few vias. Although it is 
difficult to use more than 8 discrete capacitors in the test 
package due to limited space constraint, it is possible to add 
more vias in the package for the embedded capacitor 
application, and this will even further reduces the effective 
inductance. 

Noise Coupling Analysis Based on Two Port Measurement 
In this section, the inter-plane coupling between two 

power planes was analyzed by studying the self-impedance at 
each port and transfer-impedance between two ports. When a 
power plane is separated into two planes by a gap, the noise 
coupling is reduced significantly. However, to completely 
eliminate the coupling noise is not possible, and this 
limitation is critical to the noise sensitive circuit such as PLL. 
The embedded capacitor was used to improve the noise 
coupling suppression and its characteristics was analyzed the 
according to the distribution and the number of vias. Self- 
impedance and transfer-impedance characteristics are shown 
in Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 respectively. 
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Figure 4: Embedded capacitor impedance characteristics 
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Figure 5: Embedded capacitor impedance 

(Number of vias and distribution of vias) 
characteristics 

Self-impedance was analyzed due to its close relation to 
transfer impedance, and the effective capacitance and the 
effective inductance were also extracted. The results are 
summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Extracted effective capacitance and inductance of 
the ernbedded caoacitor 

(Distribution of vias) 
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Figure 6: Embedded capacitor impedance characteristics 
(Number of vias and distribution of vias) 

In Figure 4, the number of vias is fixed at two and the 
self'-impedance and the transfer-impedance plots are 
compared according to the distribution of vias. The transfer- 
impedance, which is proportional to the effective inductance, 
is analyzed to study the effects of noise coupling. Effective 
indioctance is highly dependent on the distribution of vias, and 
as the via is placed closer to the probe pad, the plane 
inductance becomes smaller, and the series and the 1 st parallel 
resonance frequency, which is a quarter lambda resonance by 
short-open boundary, moves higher. As a result, when the 
vias are located near the probe pad, the impedance has the 
lowest value because of smaller plane inductance. TE2-1 
exhibits the lowest inductance because the vias are placed 
closer to the probe pad than in the other test vehicles and the 
transfer-impedance is also the lowest. However, it is usually 
difficult to place the vias in the center of the package because 
the area must be reserved for chip mounting and routing. In 
this case, TE2-3 is more effective than TE2-2. In TE2-3, each 
via is located on different power planes diagonally at opposite 

end of the slot. As a result, each via behaves as a virtual via in 
the other plane and this reduces the inductance present at each 
port. Figure 7 explains the coupling noise suppression 
mechanism in TE2-2 and TE2-3. 

(a) Coupling noise suppression .in TE2-2 

(b) Coupling noise suppression in TE2-3 
Figure 7: Coupling noise suppression (Number of vias) 

When there is a plane wave propagating, the noise is 
suppressed by the first via, and it is coupled to the other 
power plane (gray arrow line). The coupled noise is 
suppressed by the second via in the other plane again (black 
mow line). In Figure 7(a) for TE2-2 configuration, the 2 
vias are located at the same end of the split power planes next 
to the slot and the noise is not suppressed in the other side of 
the slot. In Figure 7(b) for TE2-3, the 2 vias are located 
diagonally at the opposite end of the split power planes and 
the noise is suppressed effectively as shown. 

In Figure 5, the number of vias is varied together with the 
distribution pattern, and the self-impedance and the transfer- 
impedance plots are compared accordingly. As the number of 
vias increase, the inductance decreases, and the series and lst 
parallel resonance frequencies shift to higher frequency. As 
shown in the previous section, the inductance is inversely 
proportional to the number of vias, and TE6-1 shows the best 
performance. The transfer impedance results clearly indicate 
that inductance is varied according to the distribution of vias. 
There are 4 vias in TE4-1 and 3 vias in TE3-1, but the self- 
impedance and the transfer-impedance of TE3-1 is lower than 
that of TE4-1, because the vias are located very far from the 
probe point in TE4-1 and it doesn't reduce the noise coupling 
through the slot. On the other hand, TE3-1 reduces the noise 
coupling well as explained in Figure 8. Figure 8 
demonstrates the coupling noise suppression mechanism in 
TE3-1 and TE4-1. 

In Figure 8(a) for TE3-1 configuration, one via is located 
at the center of the one power plane and the other 2 vias are 
located at the two ends of the opposite power plane next to 
the slot, the noise is suppressed effectively. In Figure 8(b) for 

. ,  
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TU-1 pattern, the vias are only located at the both ends of the 
slot with 2 vias on each side, and the noise is only coupled 
through the center of the slot. 

* 
(a) Coopllng noise suppression In TE3-1 

(b) Coupiig noise suppression in TE4-1 
Figure 8: Coupling noise suppression ((Number of vias 
and distribution of vias) 

In Figure 6, the self-impedance plot and the transfer- 
impedance plot are shown where more vias are included in 
the test vehicles. In TE6-2, TE8- 1, TE8-2, TE 16- 1, a quarter 
lambda resonance is eliminated by the boundary condition 
according to the distribution of vias, and the half lambda 
resonance is exhibited between two short boundaries. As a 
result, the 1’‘ parallel resonance frequency moves to much 
higher frequency. As expected, TE 16- 1 has the lowest 
inductance and clearly exhibits the best noise suppression. 
Likewise, TE6-2 shows the good performance according to 
the effective via distribution. 

Conclusions 
In this paper, it was demonstrated that the embedded 

capacitor can be used effectively for noise coupling 
suppression. The characteristic of the various fabricated 
embedded capacitors was analyzed based on the full wave 
simulation and the measurement results. From the analysis, it 
is very clear that the embedded capacitor has lower 
inductance than the discrete capacitor and it is suitable for 
power/ground noise reduction. 

After evaluating the characteristic of the embedded 
capacitor, various techniques were analyzed to suppress the 
noise coupling using the embedded capacitor based on the 
self-impedance and the transfer-impedance results. From this 
analysis, the relationship between the distribution of vias and 
the noise coupling suppression was developed. 
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